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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to determine the maximal unramified exten-
sions of the imaginary quadratic number fields with class number two
explicitly. It is essential for this to use Odlyzko’s lower bounds for dis-
criminants, by which we obtained the fact that none of the imaginary quad-
ratic number fields with class number one has any nontrivial unramified
extension. We know that algebraic number fields with sufficiently small
root-discriminant have no nontrivial unramified extension(see Section 2).
However, we can use this fact efficiently if we have good lower bounds for
discriminants. The same methods work also for larger class numbers, but
the class number two case is special in some sense; For any natural number
n larger than two, there is an imaginary quadratic number field K with
class number n having so large root-discriminant that we cannot determine
the degree of its maximal unramified extension Kur by the same methods
even under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis(GRH),
which enables us to have much better lower bounds for discriminants than
unconditional ones. If we restrict to fields K with small root-discriminant
for which we get the degree of Kur(<), in larger class number cases it is
often much more difficult than in the class number two case to give an
explicit form of Kur or to determine the structure of the Galois group
Gal(KurK ), and we need more arguments. So, taking readability into
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consideration, we restrict here to the class number two case, and a result
for larger class numbers will appear elsewhere.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic number field with class number two.
We shall prove that the maximal unramified extension of K is K1 or K2 ,
where K1 is the Hilbert class field of K and K2 is that of K1 . We prove this
by showing that K1 or K2 does not have any nontrivial unramified exten-
sion by means of Odlyzko’s lower bounds for discriminants. Regrettably,
for K=Q(- &427) we assume GRH is true. At present, it seems quite
difficult to prove it unconditionally. We have the following.
Theorem. Let K=Q(- d) be an imaginary quadratic number field with
class number two, i.e., &d=15, 20, 24, 35, 40, 51, 52, 88, 91, 115, 123, 148,
187, 232, 235, 267, 403, or 427 ([16, Corollary]). Then by genus theory d
is factored as d1 d2 , where d1 and d2 are fundamental prime discriminants,
and the Hilbert class field K1 of K is the genus field Q(- d1, - d2 ) of K. We
assume that GRH is true. Let Kur be the maximal unramified extension of K.
(i) Except for &d=115, 235, 403, we have Kur=K1 .
(ii) For &d=115, 235, and 403, we have Kur=K2 , the second Hilbert
class field of K, i.e., the Hilbert class field of K1 . If we take d1<0 and put
F=Q(- d1 ), then Kur=K2=K1F1=KF1 . Moreover, the Hilbert class field
F1 of F is given explicitly as follows:
F1=Q(- &23, :), :3&:&1=0 if d=&115;
F1=Q(- &47, ;), ;5&;3&2;2&2;&1=0 if d=&235;
F1=Q(- &31, #), #3+#&1=0 if d=&403.
As a corollary, we obtain the Galois group of KurK.
Corollary. Let the notation be as in Theorem. We assume GRH. Let
G=Gal(KurK ) be the Galois group of KurK.
(i) Except for &d=115, 235, 403, we have G$C2 .
(ii) We have G$D3 if d=&115 or &403.
(iii) We have G$D5 if d=&235.
Here, C2 denotes the cyclic group of order two and Dn denotes the dihedral
group of order 2n. In particular, none of the imaginary quadratic number
fields with class number two has any unramified nonsolvable Galois extension.
Before proving Theorem (Section 4), we describe how we use Odlyzko’s
lower bounds for discriminants (Section 2) and prepare lemmas for calcu-
lation of class numbers of Hilbert class fields (Section 3). In the last
Section 5, we describe unconditional results for Q(- &427).
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2. APPLICATIONS OF ODLYZKO’S BOUNDS FOR
DISCRIMINANTS TO THE STUDY OF
UNRAMIFIED EXTENSIONS
By analytic method, Odlyzko obtained good lower bounds for discrimi-
nants of algebraic number fields [18] (see [15, 5]). They are very useful for
study of unramified extensions and class number calculation. We describe
here how to use them.
In this section we denote by K an algebraic number field of finite degree.
Put nK=[K : Q] and let r1(K ) (resp. r2(K )) be the number of real (resp.
imaginary) primes of K. We call K unramified-closed if the maximal
unramified extension Kur of K equals K, i.e., if K does not have any non-
trivial unramified extension. Here, the unramifiedness refers also to the
infinite primes. We note that if K is unramified-closed, then the class num-
ber h(K ) is one. As we review below, if the root-discriminant rdK of K is
sufficiently small, then K is unramified-closed. Here,
rdK=D1nKK ,
where DK is the absolute value of the discriminant of K.
Lemma 1. (See [24, Appendix].) Let n be a natural number and r1 , r2
nonnegative integer such that r1+2r2=n. Let B(n, r1 , r2) be the lower bound
for root-discriminants of algebraic number fields L of degree en such that
ri (L)nL=ri n(i=1, 2).
(i) If rdK<B(hnK , hr1(K ), hr2(K )), then [Kur : K]<h and therefore
h(K )<h. In particular, if rdK<B(2nK , 2r1(K ), 2r2(K )), then K is unramified-
closed.
(ii) If h(K)=1 and rdK<B(60nK , 60r1(K ), 60r2(K )), then K is
unramified-closed.
For the proof of this, the following is key.
Lemma 2. Let LK be a finite extension of algebraic number fields
unramified at all finite primes. Then rdL=rdK .
This can be easily proved by the transitive law of discriminants.
By Lemma 1 we obtain the following.
Proposition 1 ([21, Exercise 11.2]. See also [24, Appendix]) All the
imaginary quadratic number fields with class number one are unramified-
closed.
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Proof. Let K be an imaginary quadratic number field with class number
one. Then rdK E- 163=12.767... . Since B(120, 0, 60)e17.020 by [18], K
is unramified-closed by Lemma 1.
3. LEMMAS FOR CALCULATION OF CLASS NUMBERS
The Hilbert field of an imaginary quadratic number field with class
number two is an imaginary biquadratic bicyclic number field. We can
easily calculate the class number of such a field.
Lemma 3. Let the notation be as in Theorem. Then the class number
h(K1) of the Hilbert class field K1=Q(- d1, - d2) of K equals that of
F=Q(- d1): h(K1)=h(F ). Hence K2=K1 F1=KF1 and Gal(K2 K)$
Gal(FQ).
Proof. By [8, Sect. 26] h(K1) is a half of the product of class numbers
of three quadratic subfields of K1 :
h(K1)= 12 h(Q(- d1)) h(Q(- d2)) h(K ).
Since h(- d2)=1 for any K, we have h(K1)=h(Q(- d1))=h(F ). Hence
K2=K1F1 , because K1=KFF is ramified. Since K & F1=Q, we have
Gal(K2 K )$Gal(FQ).
In order to calculate h(K2) for K=Q(- &403), we use the following
lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let K be an imaginary quadratic number field and p an odd
prime number. Let L be a Galois extension of K with Gal(LK )$Dp , the
dihedral group of order 2p. Let M, M $ be any two intermediate fields of LK
with [M : K]=[M $ : K]=p and N the (unique) quadratic subextension of
LK. Then we have the following relation among class numbers:
h(L)=
[EL : EMEM $EN]
p2
}
h(M )2 h(N )
h(K )2
.
Here EL (resp. EM , EM $ , EN) denotes the group of units in L (resp.
M, M $, N ). Moreover, the index [EL : EMEM $EN]=1, p or p2.
Moser proved in [17] a similar result in which the ground field is the
rational field. We can prove this lemma as Moser did a similar result for
the totally real (extension) case: We get the class number relation above by
using the KurodaBrauer class number relation [12, 2]. By using results for
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integral representations of Dp due to Lee [13], we can determine
possibilities of the Galois module structure of the free part of EL and get
the unit index [EL : EMEM $EN] from it.
Lemma 5. (See [20, Theorem I].) Let K be an algebraic number field of
finite degree and p any prime number. If the p-class group, i.e., the p-part of
the class group of K is cyclic, then the p-class group of the Hilbert p-class
field of K is trivial.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Now, we prove the Theorem. We use the notation B(n, 0, n2) in Lemma
1 for the lower bound for root-discriminants of totally imaginary number
fields of degrees en.
When &d{115, 235, 403, h(F )=1 and therefore K1=Q(- d1, - d2) is
an imaginary biquadratic bicyclic number field with class number one by
Lemma 3. It was already checked in [24] that K1 is unramified-closed
(under GRH for K=Q(- &427)), but we confirm it here. Since K1 K is
unramified, by Lemma 2 rdK1=rdK E- 267=16.340. . . if d{&427, and
rdK1=rdK=- 427=20.663. . . if d=&427. By [18], B(240, 0, 120)e18.788
(B(240, 0, 120)e23.575 under GRH). Hence K1 is unramified-closed and
Kur=K1 .
Let d=&115. Then d1=&23 and d2=5. By Lemma 3 we have
h(K1)=h(F )=3 and K2=K1F1=KF1 . It remains to prove Kur=K2 . Since
K2 K is unramified, rdK2=rdK=- 115=10.723. . . by Lemma 2. By [18],
B(36, 0, 18)e12.498. Hence [Kur : K2]E2 by Lemma 1. If Kur{K2 , then
Gal(KurK1) is a nonabelian group of order six and therefore is isomorphic
to D3 . However, this Galois group has a normal subgroup of order two
which corresponds to K2 . This is a contradiction. Hence Kur=K2 . (Also by
using the p-rank theorem ([21, Theorem 10.8]), we can show h(K2){2.)
Let d=&235. Then d1=&47 and d2=5. By Lemma 3 we have
h(K1)=h(F )=5 and K2=K1F1=KF1 . It remains to prove Kur=K2 . Since
K2 K is unramified, rdK2=rdK=- 235=15.329. . . by Lemma 2. By [18],
B(80, 0, 40)e15.702. Hence [Kur : K2]E3 by Lemma 1. If Kur{K2 , then
Gal(KurK1) is a nonabelian group of order [Kur : K1]=5[Kur : K2]. If
[Kur : K2]=3, then Gal(KurK1) has order 15 and therefore cyclic. This
contradicts Kur{K2 . If [Kur : K2]=2, then Gal(KurK1) has order 10 and
therefore is isomorphic to D5 . However, this Galois group has a normal
subgroup of order two which corresponds to K2 . This is a contradiction.
Hence Kur=K2 . (Also by using the p-rank theorem ([21, Theorem 10.8]),
we can show h(K2){2, 3.)
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Let d= &403. Then d1=&31 and d2=13. By Lemma 3 we have
h(K1)=h(F )=3 and K2=K1 F1=KF1 . It remains to prove Kur=K2 . Let
L=K2 . Then Gal(LK)$Gal(F1 Q)$D3 . We show h(K2)=1 by apply-
ing Lemma 4. We take M=K(#) and M $=K(#$), where #$ is another root
of the cubic polynomial X 3+X&1. By computer calculation we have
h(M )=2. (Obviously, M is generated by - &403+#, and its minimal
polynomial over Q is X 6+1211X 4&2X 3+487228X 2+2416X+65126413.
The function ‘‘polred’’ of PARI-gp gives a simpler generating polynomial
X 6&2X 5&23X 4+38X 3+87X 2+1117 of M. The program ‘‘class-
group.x’’ of KANT gives the class number of M.1) Note that N=K1 and
h(N )=h(K1)=h(F )=3. Thus, we have h(K2)= 13 [EK2 : EM EM $EK1]=1
or 3. Since h(K1)=3, we have 3 |% h(K2) by Lemma 5. Hence h(K2)=1.
Since K2 K is unramified, rdK2=rdK=- 403=20.074. . . by Lemma 2.
By [18], B(720, 0, 360)e20.551. Therefore K2 is unramified-closed by
Lemma 1 and Kur=K2 .
Finally, an explicit form of the Hilbert class field F1 is well known for
F=Q(- &23), Q(- &47), Q(- &31) (see for example [22, Sect. 98],
[7, Kap. 5], [9], or [10]). The proof is complete.
In Table I, we tabulate K, d=d1d2 , rdK , K1 , K2(=Kur), and G=
Gal(KurK ). We note that Gal(KurQ)$Gal(Kur K )_Gal(KurF1)$
G_C2 and this group is not tabulated.
Remark. We have proved that the groups [1], C2 , D3 and D5 occur as
Gal(KurK ) for some imaginary quadratic number field K. Similar method
enables us to determine Gal(KurK) for imaginary quadratic number fields
K with small root-discriminant and we get some finite groups which occur
as Gal(Kur K) [25]. We can also describe finite groups which can never
occur as Gal(KurK ). For example, when n is odd integer greater than five,
the dihedral group Dn can never occur as Gal(KurK ), because its abeliani-
zation is isomorphic to C2 . More generally, if we assume GRH, then any
finite group G such that GD(G)$C2 except C2 , D3 , D5 can never occur
as Gal(KurK ), where D(G) denotes the commutator subgroup of G. From
remarks in the next section, except for S5 , the symmetric group of degree
five, PGL(2, 7), and PSL(2, 7)_C2 , we do not need to assume GRH for
this.
The imaginary quadratic number field Q(- &403) of conductor 403 does
not have any unramified nonsolvable Galois extension. However, some
imaginary abelian number fields of conductor 403 have such an extension.
Let K be the real cyclic sextic number field that is the compositum of the
47THE MAXIMAL UNRAMIFIED EXTENSIONS
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TABLE I
K d=d1 d2 rdK K1 K2 G
Q(- &15) &15=(&3) } 5 3.872 Q(- &3, - 5) K1 C2
Q(- &5) &20=(&4) } 5 4.472 Q(- &1, - 5) K1 C2
Q(- &6) &24=(&3) } 8 4.898 Q(- &3, - 2) K1 C2
Q(- &35) &35=(&7) } 5 5.916 Q(- &7, - 5) K1 C2
Q(- &10) &40=(&8) } 5 6.324 Q(- &2, - 5) K1 C2
Q(- &51) &51=(&3) } 17 7.141 Q(- &3, - 17) K1 C2
Q(- &13) &52=(&4) } 13 7.211 Q(- &1, - 13) K1 C2
Q(- &22) &88=(&11) } 8 9.380 Q(- &11, - 2) K1 C2
Q(- &91) &91=(&7) } 13 9.539 Q(- &7, - 13) K1 C2
Q(- &115) &115=(&23) } 5 10.723 Q(- &23, - 5) K1(:) D3
Q(- &123) &123=(&3) } 41 11.090 Q(- &3, - 41) K1 C2
Q(- &37) &148=(&4) } 37 12.165 Q(- &1, - 37) K1 C2
Q(- &187) &187=(&11) } 17 13.674 Q(- &11, - 17) K1 C2
Q(- &58) &232=(&8) } 29 15.231 Q(- &2, - 29) K1 C2
Q(- &235) &235=(&47) } 5 15.329 Q(- &47, - 5) K1(;) D5
Q(- &267) &267=(&3) } 89 16.340 Q(- &3, - 89) K1 C2
Q(- &403) &403=(&31) } 13 20.074 Q(- &31, - 13) K1(#) D3
Q(- &427) &427=(&7) } 61 20.663 Q(- &7, - 61) K1 C2
real quadratic number field Q(- 13) and the unique cyclic cubic subfield
K31, 3 of the 31th cyclotomic number field Q(‘31). Then the conductor of K is
403=13 } 31 and K has class number one ([14]). We can prove that K has
a nonsolvable Galois extension unramified at all finite primes: Let L be the
minimal splitting field of the quintic polynomial f (X )=X 5+2X 3+
5X 2+2X+1, and E=Q(%), where % is a root of f (X ). Then Gal(LQ)$A5 ,
the alternating group of degree five, and the discriminant dE is 132 } 312
([1, Table 1]). Moreover, we have the factorizations of the rational primes
13 and 31 in E:
13=p21p2 , 31=q
3
1q2q3 .
Here, p1 and qi (i=1, 2, 3) denote prime ideals of degree one in E and p2
a prime ideal of degree two. Hence by Abhyankar’s lemma (see [6,
Lemma 9] or [4, Theorem 1]) the composite field KL is unramified at all
finite primes over K and obviously Gal(KLK )$A5 . Therefore, for
example, the 403th cyclotomic number field Q(‘403) has an unramified non-
solvable Galois extension. We also note that all proper subfields Q,
Q(- 13) and K31, 3 of K do not have any nontrivial extension unramified
at all finite primes.
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5. UNCONDITIONAL RESULTS FOR Q(- &427)
We did not succeed in proving Kur=K1 for K=Q(- &427) uncondi-
tionally. To conclude, we describe unconditional results for Q(- &427).
The root-discriminant of Q(- &427) is - 427=20.663. . . and
B(840, 0, 420)e20.722 by [18]. Hence we have [Kur : K1]<210 uncondi-
tionally. Thus, if we can prove that K1=Q(- &7, - 61) does not have any
unramified Galois extension of degree 60 or 168, then we have Kur=K1 ,
because a nonabelian simple group of order less than 210 is isomorphic to
A5(of order 60) or PSL (2, 7) (of order 168). Therefore, if we can prove
that neither of totally imaginary number fields with root-discriminant
- 427 of degrees 20 and 28 exists, then we have Kur=K1 . However, this is
an impractical idea, because usual method needs vast amount of computa-
tions for execution. We can prove the following.
Proposition 2. The imaginary quadratic number field K=Q(- &427)
does not have an unramified A5-extension, i.e., an unramified Galois exten-
sion whose Galois group is isomorphic to A5 .
Proof. Suppose that K has an unramified A5 -extension L and let M be
its normal closure over Q. Then M is unramified over K and since A5 is
simple, Gal(MK )$Am5 for some m. If me2, then [M : Q]e7200 and this
contradicts B(840, 0, 420)e20.722. Hence m=1 and L is normal over Q.
Since [L : Q]=120, we have Gal(LQ)$S5 , or Gal(LQ)$A5_C2 .
Assume Gal(LQ)$A5_C2 . Then there exists a quintic number field E
such that its normal closure is an A5-extension of Q and the composite
field KE is unramified over K. From this unramifiedness, any ramified
prime divisor in E of the rational primes 7 and 61 has ramification index
two. Hence if p=7 or 61 is ramified, possible factorizations of p are
p=p21p
2
2 p3 (NEQ(pi)=p (i=1, 2, 3))
and
p=p21p2 (NEQ(p1)=p
2, NEQ(p2)=p).
Thus, the discriminant of E is 72=49, 612=3721, or 72 } 612=182369.
However, by the data of quintic number fields in [1] and [19], there exists
no quintic field with discriminant 49, 3721, or 182369 whose normal
closure is an A5-extension of Q. Hence Gal(LQ)$S5 .
Let E be a quintic subfield of L. Then the normal closure of E equals L.
Since LK is unramified, by [11, Theorem 1] (see also [23, Sect. 1]) the
discriminant dE equals that of K, i.e., dE=&427. However, by [19] there
exists no quintic field with discriminant &427. Hence K does not have an
unramified A5-extension.
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